## Editorial Section
*(Title needs to be changed keep at 18 font, but you should change the title of the section)*

**Requirements:**
For this section you need to choose a topic (related to Ancient Greece) and write your opinion about. *The purpose of an editorial is a newspaper article that provides the writer's opinion on the topic.* Remember your newspaper is written from the viewpoint of a Greek citizen, so you have to think about what a Greek citizen opinion would have been.

*Your editorial article should be at least 1 solid paragraph.*

*The topic of your editorial should be different than the Main News Event.*

*Include a related picture.*

Possible topics:
- Persian Wars
- Peloponnesian Wars
- Alexander the Great
- Gods/Mythology
- Geography
- Other topic ideas? Check with teacher first!

## Main News Event
*(Title size needs to be changed keep at 24 font, but you need to change the title to match your event)*

**Requirements**:
- Informs the reader
- At least 2 paragraphs in length
- Uses appropriate grammar and spelling
- **Answers the following:**
  - *What* is the event?
  - *Who* is involved?
  - *When* did the event occur?
  - *Where* was it?
  - *Why* was the event important and how did it impact Greek society?
- Needs to include an interview/quotes with someone involved with the event
- Include a related picture
- Possible topics:
  - Persian Wars
  - Peloponnesian Wars
  - Alexander the Great
  - Gods/Mythology
  - Geography
  - Other topic ideas? Check with teacher first!

## Advertisement #1
*(change this title to match your ad)*

**Requirements:**
Advertise a product in Ancient Greece that Greeks reading your newspaper would be interested in! Include a related picture.

*(highlight and delete this once you complete your written piece)*

## Entertainment
*(Title needs to be kept at 18 font, but you should change the title)*

**Requirements:**
Choose an entertainment topic related to Ancient Greece - arts, theater, music, etc. - and write a column about it! You can make it an opinion piece, a performance review of a play, or other creative ways to talk about Greek entertainment for the city-states! Include a related picture.

Should be at least 1 solid paragraph in length.

*(highlight and delete this once you complete your written piece)*
Choice Section #1
(Title needs to be changed to reflect your choice, but keep size at 18 font)

Requirements:
Include a related picture.

Select from the following choices:
- Obituary
- Weather Report
- Gossip/Advice Column
- Food/Recipe
- Fashion
- Puzzles
- Real Estate Listing

(highlight and delete this once you completed this section)

Choice Section #2
(Title needs to be changed to reflect your choice, but keep size at 18 font)

Requirements:
Include a related picture.

Select from the following choices:
- Obituary
- Weather Report
- Gossip/Advice Column
- Food/Recipe
- Fashion
- Puzzles
- Real Estate Listing

(highlight and delete this once you completed this section)

Sports
(Title needs to be changed, but kept at 24 font)

Requirements:
Choose a sporting event - Olympics or games played by the Greeks - to talk about in your newspaper. Maybe there is a big upcoming match you want your city-state to be aware of or you want to recap how the Olympics games went. Be sure to research what the Ancient Greek Olympics were like because they are much different than today!

Include a related picture.

Should be at least 1 solid paragraph in length.

(highlight and delete this once you completed your written piece)

Advertisement #2
(change this title to match your ad)

Requirements:
Advertise a product in Ancient Greece that Greeks reading your newspaper would be interested in! Include a related picture.

(highlight and delete this once you complete your written piece)